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THE SPIRITS AMONG THE CLOUDS.
T h a t  Nature abhors a vacuum, is a saying among natural 

philosophers ostensibly founded upon truth. A  reflective 
mind arrives, by necessity, at the conclusion that creation is as 
illimitable in minuteness as it is in magnitude; and that we 
cannot imagine the existence of nothingness (to use a paradox) 
in any portion of the Universe. If, by the aid of optical in
struments, we descend to the consideration of the very minims 
which form our own earth, we discover that every particle is 
fraught with life to an extent that defies calculation. A single 
drop of water, aa we observed in our last number, is peopled 
with creatures of all imaginable shapes, in the enjoyment of 
their various attributes, actuated by their innate passions, and 
pursuing their prey with as much eagerness as the huge beasts 
that roam about the forests. And thus, on investigation, 
the pathologist is amazed to find that the very air which we 
inhale, and the very blood which circulates in our veins, teem 
with living things so infinitely small in their proportions as to 
baffle our unassisted senses. The merest blade of grass is a 
kingdom in itself, and every crevice in creation is populous 
* ith  existence, admirable and fantastic in its formation.

Bearing these facts in mind, is it not contrary to right reason

to conceive that the worlds which are scattered about space a t 
such a vast distance from each other, are ahnc the regions o f 
Ufi I—that Omniscience restricts itself simply to these atoms 
of eternity, and fills them only with living creatures ?—that 
these globes are moreover rendered the sole arenas for the 
prodigal display of the creative power?—and that the vast 
intervals which separate the various heavenly bodies form one 
prodigious and desolate void 1 The mere assumption of such a 
notion appears to us little short of actual blasphemy. While 
we perceive the vegetable kingdom stored so carefully in its 
minutest parts with such myriads of lives, we cannot, without 
an insult to Omnipotence, deny the creed of many of the Rosi« 
crucians, that all space is thronged with sentient beings, with-* 
out number and without boundary, whether in immensity or 
littleness. This belief has been casually hinted at in “ Zanoni,** 
but the idea has not hitherto been considered with the serious
ness due to its importance. Though it is impossible, of course, 
to reduce the problem to positive certainty, there is a real 
splendour and majesty in the supposition that immaterial crea
tures are afloat in the blue glory of the sky, and that happi
ness, and love, and all those etherial joys of which our limited 
intellects can entertain but a feint conception, revel in thoe* 
realms of air. To those to whom this fancy is a novelty, th e
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question startles them into delight with its magnificence, and 
they feel, to employ the exquisite imagery of Keats, “  like 
some mute watcher of the skies when a new planet swims into 
his ken /' Who shall answer our inquiry in the negative— 
A re there spirits among the clouds ?

Doubtless many have remarked, in their springtime rambles, 
upon a tree, otherwise of delicious green, a single leaf red pre
maturely with something like the autumnal russet; and they 
have wondered that upon that insignificant fragment of vegeta
tion a horde of insects in countless numbers have found repose 
and nourishment, and that their presence imparted to the foliage 
its dun crimson hue. Is the conjecture too quaint to imagine 
that the gorgeous colours which are so frequently visible at the 
dawning and the dying of the day, are suffused among the 
clouds by legions of bright beings thronging together in the 
etherial dome ? A re those fairy battlements and cities which 
are repeatedly formed by the upper clouds, or the cirrus, tenant- 
less and lonesome? Those mimic fanes and temples which 
are raised in an instant by the fickle vapours above, and which 
mock us with their evanescence—are they solitary and desolate? 
Or rather, may not creatures of impalpable loveliness reign 
among those cloudlets, hover above the pleasant regions of the 
world, bodiless but seeing? Who shall answer, “ N ay?” 
These reflections may appear extravagant to some, but we are 
influenced in their utterance by the calm dictates of judgm ent; 
we look upon the ineffable glory of those realms amid the cloud, 
and amid the sunshine, we paraphrase the before-mentioned 
saying of the philosophers, and exclaim, God loves not the void! 
But even conceding that such thoughts are visionary (which, 
nevertheless, we boldly deny), our most unimaginative cavillers 
must confess, at least, that they are not the less beautiful—and 
a u thing of beauty is a joy for ever!** W e would, however, 
limply question these uncompromising materialists if  it be 
probable that the twenty millions of miles and upwards which 
intervene between this world and Sirius, the nearest of the 
stars, may be regarded as-a sheer vacuity ? The supposition, 
as we have already remarked, is preposterous. This prodigious 
territory, therefore, must be inhabited: our organs of vision 
inform us that the beings which people that space can scarcely 
be substantial; the deduction is self-evident. Of the monsters 
which glide in the secret depths of the gigantic ocean, man has, 
without doubt, but a dreamy and superficial cognizance; and 
it  is more than possible that marine reptiles, of a loathsome 
and enormous character, crawl among the weeds and coral 
rocks in the profundity of the great seas, such as human eyes 
have never beheld. In  a similar manner we are ignorant of 
the population of the immeasurable ether, which it is obvious 
cannot, according to the acknowledged laws of nature, be a 
silent and dismal wilderness.

There is a tradition prevalent among the Chinese, and which 
a few years ago was narrated in the shape of a tale by a popular 
author—a tradition of an ancient seer who, through some mys
terious and occult studies, was enabled to increase the scope of 
his vision with regard to material objects—in other words, to 
4P<kie his eyes with the power of microscopes of marvellous

eflicacy; insomuch that tlie fairest landscape became to this 
sage repulsive and terrible, since in it he could discern the 
smallest anivualculse; so that the crystal draught from the 
fountain, which had previously alleviated his thirst, became a 
a subject of abhorrence, being to his sight instinct with as
tounding life ? the fragrant moss, which used to afford him 
agreeable repose, appeared swarming with creeping things; the 
breeze, which once revived him by its freshness, made him 
shudder with the multitude of its insect populac; until the 
overmuch wisdom of the philosopher became a bane and a tor* 
ment to himself, conveying hideous visions to his mind through 
the malific influence of his senses.

W hat matchless spectacles, on the contrary, would be un
folded to our imaginations, were those veils torn aside which 
conceal from the gaze and scrutiny of man the dwellers in the 
fields of space! Then might our souls be ravished with the 
effulgence of an unsubstantial universe; the dim vistas of the 
atmosphere might appear animate with glorious phantoms, and 
the still twilight might be visibly haunted by beings of celestial 
aspect ? I t  is no phantasy of an overwrought brain to meditate 
upon the creatures that populate the intermediate portions of 
creation. Common sense declares that the boundless expanse 
of space is not merely fraught with existences on the different 
spheres which intersect it with their orbits, and that the stu
pendous regions of the heavens between the planets constitute 
one “ cold, grey, dark, illimitable void.”  How, then, can 
common sense deny that there are s p ir it s  among  t h e  
CLOUDS?

G o ld .—The undecomposed indivisibility of this worshipped 
mineral could never have entered into the creed of the old 
alchemists, else its production, except from its own invisible 
atoms, would have shown the impossibility. . And is not this 
invisibility palpably shown (giving a splendid proof, by analogy, 
of the reality of u unseen things *') when we contemplate the 
,£50,000 worth of this indestructible metal annually used in 
one town, Birmingham, in gilding, which vanishes away, and 
will be for ever lost to human ken, save Nature, in her won- 
derous processes, re-collects the atoms in her secret mines, or 
some seer, with his magic wand, attracts the golden vapours, 
and again forces their glittering form on human vision?

A “ F o r e s t  T h o u g h t  99 b y  a  p o e t . — Wandering again 
into this uncultivated grove, crackling between its entangled 
twigs, treading down the matted brambles—how exquisite 
to recline on a verdant slope!—silver-barked sycamores and 
rugged elm trunks, many-hranched alders, and straggling privet 
clumps surrounding us with their apparently endless variegated 
vista; to watch the vermillion berries on the sturdy thorn 
bush; to hear the timid lapwing flutter from a fir tree, 
rattling its wooden fruitage to the ground; to lie back and 
gaze on that little scrap of ether peeping down among the 
wavy boughs,'to fathom its fathomless Dlue depth, and stray, 
thought-lost, into eternal space, intoxicated with never te r
minating immensity; these, these are precious moments o f 
unbroken enjoyment, when the world and its withering 
anxieties, life and its toilsome woes are forgotten and cast 
aside for blissful mid-day visions. Globes may roil on their 
giant axis then, suns may glow in their glorious pride above, 
cities be wide enveloped in lurid, heaven-licking conflagrations, 
earthquakes heave level plains to mighty mountainxieights, 
and sink huge hills to valleys deep and gorges black—-one 
little, gossamer-winged seedling from a prickly thistle top 
would heap obliviort on all sublunary things, and bear our mind 
far on its boundless course up to tbe Good Supreme.—iThc 
OocotUm* f



THE ROSICRUCIAN.

CH A PTER I.
HO is that singular looking man ?”  said 
Carl Merler to one who stood near him 
in a coffee-house at Manheim.

“ Who ?—the tall man in brown ?9>
“ The same ; do you know him ?**
“ I  can hardly te ll; every one who 

comes here knows him, and yet he is 
He is said to be an immortal_an in*

The man is six feet, or

known to nobody, 
visible.”

“  Immortal ?— how ?—invisible ? 
more; you jest.”

“ More plainly, he is a worshipper of the Rosy Cross—a 
visionary—naif chemist, half mystic, whose character you may 
hear from everybody in the room, all of whom speak confi
dently of him, and all differently. From one you will hear that 
he is a man of genius and a philosopher, from another a fool, 
from a third a madman.**

“  An illuminato, perhaps ?”
“ No, not exactly so. There is nothing, as it seems, political 

in his reveries; nothing relative to the ordinary concerns of 
humanity. H e mixes with no one,. I t  is not known that he 
keeps up any correspondence by letters. His manners are 
mild and urbane, and his demeanour, as you may observe, 
serious and contemplative. You now know all that any one 
appears to know of his habits or character.’4 

u What is his name V9
*' I  know not, nor have I  ever beard him addressed by 

name.”
“ Does he inhabit this city ?’*
“ An old chateau, two miles hence, close by the Rhine, is 

his residence. He has no visitors, and of his domestic life, of 
course, nothing is known. W hat is the hour ?’*

“ H alf after eight.*'
“  So late ?—I  must be gone. Farewell.’*
The individual who had given rise to the young man’s in 

quiries was a man whose appearance was at once striking and 
prepossessing-the latter phrase is, perhaps, too weak. His 
large frame, it is true, gave him, at the first glance, a some
what ungainly appearance, which, however, vanished when his 
countenance was observed. I t  was pale and clear. The fea
tures of tbe face were deeply traced, the forehead broad and 
capacious, the temples full and bare. M erler gazed and 
gazed, and became more and more anxious for a more intimate 
knowledge of this visionary, if  such he was.

The room l?egan to assume the mellow deep tinge of an 
autumn evening. The stranger laid down the paper he had 
been reading, and left the house.

Day after day Carl Merler resorted to the same place, and 
i t  generally happened that he saw the individual of whom he 
was, in fact, though almost unconsciously to him self, in 
quest. Still he was not better acquainted with him than 
before. I f  he made inquiries, he learnt nothing from the 
answers which added to his previous stock of information. 
I t  happened, too—remarkably, as he thought—that no oppor
tunity ever occurred for the interchange between them of 
those little civilities that continually take place between per
sons whom habit or accident brings together. His curiosity 
increased.

One evening, it chanced that all the company had left the 
room except Carl Merler and the object in whom he felt so 
unaccountable an interest. The latter was reading a pam
phlet ; the former, as usual, alternately studying the appear
ance of his companion, and creating theories o fb is  real cha
racter and station.

^  I t  was while involved in one of these reveries that his atten
tion was awakened by some one’s drawing a chair to the table 
where he sat. He looked up and saw, opposite to him, the 
subject of his thoughts.^ He was confused—rose up—resumed 
his seat, and looked hesitatingly at his companion, who calmly 
returned his glance.

The stranger smiled. 99 Do you want a n y th ing  with me ?*’

he said, turning his foil, bright e y e , not unpleasantly, on 
Carl Merler.

* Sir?”
The stranger repeated his question.
“ No; I  am not aware th a t-— that is----- ”
u Pardon m e; you are aware. You have sought me here—* 

not once, nor twice, nor thrice, but day after day, and for 
weeks. I  know that you sought me j and yet you say that you 
have no business with me.”

“A t least, I  know of none.**
“ Well, then, I  will tell you. You would know who and 

what is this solitary individual of whom you have heard that 
he is an alchemist, dreamer, Rosicrucian—what not. Is it not 
so?”

" I confess that my curiosity has been strongly—I fear im
pertinently—at work since my first visit to this place.’*

“  Impertinently ?—why so ? Every man is and ought to be 
subject to the inquisition of his fellows. He, only, who has 
cause to fear, will object to the jurisdiction; I  have none. 
Once again, you wish to know what I  am and what are my 
pursuits?” 

w Since you ask me, I  do.**
“  Very well, come and see.”
The stranger arose, took bis hat, and departed, accompanied 

by Merler. They passed through several streets, and, proceed* 
ing beyond the confines of the town, found themselves on the 
pleasant borders of the abundant river. They wound their 
course among the vineyards that clothed the banks.

“  See what an evening,” said the stranger, as they lingered 
for a moment under the shade of a lime tree. Ana it was an 
evening fit to be spent and enjoyed on the bonks of the 
Rhine.
' The sun just sinking over the green levels of the vine planta

tions, the rapid waters rejoicing in his purple glow, the little 
neat cottages of the peasants, and the gay song and happy step 
of the peasants themselves, as they rejoiced in the work of the 
harvest, fell at once on the eye ana ear with such a lively 
accordancy, that the spirit was charmed, and forgot that the 
days of poetry and bliss—the reign of Paradise—were no longer 
of the earth.

They walked on still admiring the scene that changed every 
instant, looking now at some lazy vessel that came floating 
down the stream, with its great sails flapping idly about in 
auest of the breeze; and now at some hair ruined tower, or 
dismantled dwelling, that stood gloomy and discontented, 
where everything around was jocund, fresh, and delightful. I t  
was at one of those habitations, in somewhat better repair than 
the others which they had seen, that the stranger stopped, and 
announced to his companions that their journey was at a a  
end*

Taking its external aspect, it was a sombre and comfortless 
building, half French and half Gothic, surrounded by a garden, 
dark, cheerless, and neglected. The gate in the garaen-wall 
creaked dolefiilly as it opened, and again, as the owner of the 
pile closed and locked it as they entered.

The path along which they proceeded was overgrown with 
thick weeds, and here and there a fallen garden statue inter
rupted their progress. They arrived at the door of the man
sion, a wicket in which was opened by an old and feeble 
woman.

“  L et me now introduce you to my mansion,1* said Merler* s 
host; “  no very splendid one, perhaps, for one whose feme has 
passed through the converse of all the good people of Manheim* 
I t  suffices, however, for my wants, and more is not needed. 
This is my library.*9 

I t  was a spacious room, three sides of which were covered 
with shelves well stocked with books. The third was occupied 
partly by the window, which admitted light to the apartment, 
partly by a cabinet, the doors of which were open, and partly 
by one or two full-length portraits, suspended in huge, heavy, 
painted frames. A  large table occupied the centre of the 
floor, upon which, as well as around tne room, were arranged 
numerous mathematical and philosophical instruments, books, 
maps, and papers. The shelves of the cabinet were loaded with 
phials.



The stranger took a place in the window-seat, and motioned 
to Merler to follow his example.

“ Are you not convinced,'* said he, 44 that you have to do 
with a wizard?—does this apparatus capture your ima
gination ?M

44 I  see nothing here,*' replied Merler, 44 unsuited to the 
library of any man of scientific habits.”

“ W hat! yet incredulous?” returned the other, with a 
smile, 44 follow me, then.”

Merler complied, as his host, taking a key from the cabinet, 
unlocked a small door near the window, and descended a flight 
of stone stairs. Arrived at their termination, Merler found 
himself in a low, vaulted chamber. I t  was full of the instru
ments with which the alchemists were said to torture the ele
ments of things in their endeavours to attain boundless wealth 
and unceasing health. Several furnaces were burning with a 
light green flame.

46 N ow /’ said his conductor to Merler, 41 you see what are 
my occupations.’’

4‘ You are an alchemist, then—a seeker for that which so 
many have failed to find V9 

44 Hardly so. I  have wealth to satisfy my wants, without 
resorting to the transmutation of metals; and he who has 
passed half a century on the earth will scarce wish for the 
glisir v ita ”

“ Perhaps you disbelieve in their existence ?”
44 N o ; the powers of the human mind, when free from the 

clogs of sensual desires, are nearly illimitable. I  could dis
cover those secrets—I  W e  accomplished m ore; but I  wish 
not for them.”  >
, 4i W hat, then, lias been the object of your inquiries ?”

** Neither, as I  have told you, to acquire golden dross (which 
many have prostituted the paths of philosophy to obtain, as a 
pieans of gaining luxuries and indulgences, and which the 
motive of their search has alone withheld them from discover
ing) not  to increase the number of my days here. M y object 
has been, during the time allotted to me, to partake of a double 
existence—a spiritual one, peculiar to those who have had 
firmness and courage to attain it—as well as the fleshly one, 
which I  enjoy in common with the rest of my species.”

4‘ I  do not perfectly comprehend.”
“ I  know it. W hen we nave left this place I  will explain 

myself.* *
There was a short pause, during which M erler examined 

more minutely the appearance and furniture of the apartment. 
The walls, ceiling, and floors were of stone; the various uten
sils, which were placed on all sides, were partly of glass and 
partly of metal.

44 How is it,** said Merler, 44 that though your furnaces are 
apparently at work, I  perceive none of the deleterious vapours 
with which their operations are usually accompanied V9

u Because,”  replied his companion, 44 everything here has 
reached that state in which matter is sublimed, and loses its

frosser particles. M y labours now are not to find or to invent, 
u t to continue and perfect that of which I  have long been 

possessed. Look at this.”
441  see nothing more than an empty phial—of crystal, 

think—and very transparent,’’ said Merler, as he held the 
vessel between his eye and the lamp.

“ So it sefems to you,'* said his companion. ** Y et it is full 
full to the stopper.”

, *4 W hat, then, is this invisible substance V*
4< Dew, the purest, most refined dew of heaven—the most 

powerful dissolvent of matter.”
*41  remember to have heard of it as one of the agents em

ployed by the alchemical philosophers. Light is, 1 think, 
another.”

,4 It is. Look once again*”
H e unstopped one o ith e  retorts, and poured in the contents 

of the phiaL A  light, brilliant beyond imagination, but withal 
so soft that it  dazzled not Merler’s eyes, issued from the aper
ture. At the same moment the lamp became extinguished.

41 See,” said Merler’s conductor, “  how the grosser light is 
unable to sustain the pressure of the pure eleiment. I f  you 
please, we wfll withdraw.’*

They ascended the stairs, and again entered t] be library.

441 have displayed to you,” said the 
with which I work,; and this, because
of men at a glance, and your’s pleased me. I tnow that I cM» 
confide in you; nay, no protestation-I know it. The end to 
which I have applied these agents you shall know bdbre we 
part. Meanwhile, partake of my humble meal; the body has 
its wants as well as the mind.’' •. .The host ate only of a sallad, though, in regard to his viator  
more substantial food had been prepared. When the meal was
ended the former rose. „“ I will now,” said he, “ perform my promise, but first 
examine this picture.” He pointed to one of the portraits that
hung from the wall. , . . . ,.It was of a man, apparently about thirty, clothed m the
dress of a monk, and whose squ»«.C0,Jl#5ct®k“ ed(!b'“ !„ order of Capuchins. Merler examined the features agun and 
again, and as often turned from the contemplation of the pit.
ture to look upon his host. __v“ Enough,” said the latter; “ you discern the resemblance!

44 Perfectly,” said Merler.
It w a s the picture of a female to which Merler s attention 

was now directed. The countenance was sad, but full of in- 
tellicence, and beautifiil as the depth ot a summer s evening. 
S e r  ̂ h  of the pictures the letters F. JL C. and the symbol 
of the cross, denoted that the originals were followers of the 
Rosicrucian philosophy. , . „

** Be seated and you shall know what I have to relate.
(T o  be concluded in our next.)

' the agents 
can rtad the characters

A NIGHT IN JUNE.
Down from above a spirit of love,

All garbed in sunny woof, doth fell,
And meadow-wold and ancient grove 

Hold high fentastic carnival.
Soft fluttering*
Of leaves and wings 

Bedown the hymn of sunlit notes 
Which through the ardent welkin floats.
And the souls of all flowers are unwound the while, 

By the rich, warm haste of eloquence;
And each sends up it* breath and smile,

All wreathed and tangled to the sense;
Tbe maiden rose 
Doth her heart unclose,

Aye, blushing deep for the south wind's kiss, 
Which maketh him aye repeat the bliss.
June smileth at even, as if she knew ,

That beautiful dreams light Beauty’s sleeping; 
But she weareth at dawn ner pensive dew,

Like one o’erta’en in secret weeping,
Whose sad surprise 
Forgat disguise—

Ah, me! even bliss itself hath here 
A need sometimes to hide a tear I
Yet sorrow sways not the night of June,

But somewhat of a blissful sadness;
Earth drinketh in the holy moon,

To ease with love day's aching gladness;
And each flower doth seem 
To wear its dream,

There visibly effused upon its breast,
In liquid light, all trembling with u n r e s t  -
O God! to thee this proud array 

Is but the mien ofhumble duty f 
Earth's reverent love would fain display 

Thy smile reflected back in beauty !
And the human heart 
Hath its still part,

A sacrifice of deep emotion,
To swell a throbbing world’e devotion I



THE GIPSY'S PROPHECY.
T  was in the year 1822 that I  visited the prisons 
at Rome. Among the unfortunate creatures 
brought hither by distress or guilt, I  observed in 
the comer o f a dungeon a young female seated 
on a handful of straw, suckling her infant. H er 
complexion was swarthy, and in her large black 
eyes glowed the fire of the sun of Italy. The 
relics of her apparel indicated that previously to 
her imprisonment she had worn tne garb of a 

. ■ ■ j , Roman peasant. Her expressive physiognomy 
nd her bold look seemed calculated to excite curiosity. 7 

Vproached, and begged her to relate to me through what mis 
ortune she found herself in this place of horrror. 44 St. 
rancis. exclaimed she; u what interest can the narrative 
my extraordinary misfortune have for free and happy people 

k; 18 ^ J ^ a  Grazia. My mother lost her life in giving
father, devoted to his own pleasures, anc 

***” 8 but little about my education, placed me, while yet 
. J°ung> in a convent. The older I  grew, the more irksome

_ d oi life became to m e; for my inclinations, my dis
position, and the vivacity of my character, all seemed to urge 
^  a futunty full of trouble. A circumstance which I
never could account for, had a powerful influence upon my fate,
in some particular occasion, a gipsy-woman was admitted into 

our amusement. All the sisters were allowed 
old their ears to the tin-speaking trumpet of the old sibyl,

wrin!T«0re0w r of us a “ *P of paper, on which was
w n t t e n  what fee hag termed the decree of Heaven. Thrice 

for the purpose of enjoying the like favour, 
and thnce the oracle became mute. This refusal of the old

•t, " — r ----  ™ v w  tne wire on a ronoer, wno
wiU murder your fether, and that your hair will turn grey in a 
dungeon. A t the age of fifteen such predictions make no very 
«eepim  prrnsi on. I  laughed heartily on the subject with my 

411 *?aded l^e old prophetess with ridicule. A t 
evcr' when 1 was alone’ my mind became, against 

9 ** ?rey- t0 apprehensions. I  passed the houre in 
anxiety and anxious reverie; the prediction of the fortune- 

y  h*m te *  making breams. M y lather took 
me out of the convent; but only to shut me up again with an 
old housekeeper at his country-seat about five miles from 

° ? 1  night the weather was very tempestuous. I
1 .^*cied tlu t I  heard a confused sound of 

^ f  .^ w m d o w , which looked into the garden. I 
vhirh «J« i never went to bed without her weapon, 

knife- Presently we heard the 
™*J*?tterT broken open. We concealed ourselves 

behmd the curtain; I  had armed myself with a knife. A  pane 
ot the window was cut, and a hand was protruded throuebthe 

f° unf5?ten th« which secured it. I  seized the 
dS ^^H Dal!y **e ftrU?  a blow that the hand

\  ^  agony and the sound of foot
steps succeeded, and then a*l was quiet again. A t daybreak
f e t h i ? ^  Wh/  8 1 related m7  adventure to my
tS v V i l lo  T  my c^urage^ and permitted me to leave the

I  L was hy thls time thinking of marrying me, 
an even hoped that my adventure, which was soon rumoured 

f^ a r d h *sdesign. Among my suitors there
! “  of whose h*ndsome featuresr o  heightened by i  debcate paleness. He gave himself out 

.. forentine, and carried hu  arm in a sling, in consequence, 
aa ltw as said, of a alight wound which he had received in an 

of honour. His kind attentions and amiable manners 
“ 4f?P.VnPre»f»“ upon me. H e solicited my hand. 

Tmitorf T^ 1 j  ^4U*U levity, gave his conaent, and we were 
J i  1? eri0Ut? marr«g? ®y husband was no longer the  tender lover; his looks were wild, his voice was harsh, and

« w T L ^ t i T T '» D“ Jressed *t this melancholy change, I
S S - a . ' S l f r  S t* * " * *  of i f  ‘ Wou¥  7 0u known who I  am V cried he* Do you recollect that night when you

cut off the hand of an unknown person who would have pene
trated into your chamber ? Well, that hand was mine. Look 

t u * j  mutilated arm but too strongly confirmed his story.
I  had seen you, he continued, * and was captivated by your 

beauty. I  determined to carry you off. With two of my 
comrades I  ventured to climb up to your chamber-window. 
From the reception which you gave me, we inferred that you 
had men to protect you. I  retired, but learned the next day 
that to you alone I  owed the loss of ray hand. Shame and rage 
at being thus baffled by a girl of sixteen awakened within me 
thoughts of revenge. I came under an assumed name to Kome; 
my friends, my artifices, my gold, accomplished the rest. 
You are now in my power, the wife of a robber.’ A t this word 
a feeling of horror seized my soul; nevertheless, whether it 
was owing to the flexibility of my disposition, to the prediction 
° u* u to ^ a t  secret fondness for romantic adventures to 
which the female heart often but too willingly resigns itself^ 
or finally to the hope of bringing back by the power of love, a 
stray soul, dwelling in a yet youthful body, to the tract of 
v irtue; in short, I  threw myeelf at the feet of my husband, 
and implored him with tears not to cast me from him, for I 
would never cease to love him. Moved by my tears and my 
resignation, he clasped me to his bosom, and for three years I  
was, or imagined that I  was, happy. One evening, however, 
ne returned home pale and perturbed, his garments torn and 
spotted w: th blood. In  broken sentences he told me that he 
had been c bliged to defend his life against assassins, and charged 
me to observe thejprofoundest silence respecting th1« mysteri
ous occurrence. I  could not help trembling, but not for him ; 
my soul was shaken by melancholy forebodings of a different 
kind. A horrid dream terrified mo—I  awoke. A t the same 
moment my husband also was startled out of his sleep—his 
convulsed bps several times pronounced the name of my father 
—the recollection of that gloomy prophecy enveloped mv 
senses in darkness. O my unhappy father! O my still more 
wretched husband! The former had actually attacked the 
latter, having probably been apprised «f the real state of the 
case, and desirous t t  withdrawing me from so disgraceful a 
connexion. The agents of justice were soon in search of us • 
we escaped with great difficulty from Kome, and fled to the 
mountains. There my husband bethought himself of his 
mer comrades. He sought them out, discovered u*«uj, a 
cavern of banditti was now my dwelling. His companions 
welcomed him with joy ; but he had violated one of their laws, 
which forbids any of the members of the band to marry, attd 
enacts, that if  a woman should fell into their hands, she shall 
belong exclusively to the captain. No sooner had the latter 
set eyes on me than he rudely insisted on hi* right. His 
daring hand had already grasped me, when a ball from ray 
husband's pistol extended the wretch on the ground. t?islikea 
as he was Dy the band, his fell was a signal ior a shout‘of joy 
from his comrades, who unanimously elected my husband tbe** 
leader. So completely was I  possessed by that wild spirit 
which must have betrayed itseli in my looks to the gipsy at the^ 
grate of the nunnery, that I  was quite proud of my hipband’s ’ 
elevation. I  now wrapped myself in the coarse habiliments 
of a peasant, of which these rags still cover me, and with equal 
courage and pleasure accompanied my husband in his expedi
tions. Towns and villages rang with his exploits; fete at 
length overtook him. He fell in a conflict with the horsmen 
who were sent against us and had discovered our retreat. A t 
the moment when I  saw my husband drop, I  sought shelter in 
a cavern for my in fan t; there I  was seized and dragged to this 
dungeon, where I  anticipate with horror the fulfilment of the 
latter part of that fearful prediction.” Such was the nam tive 
of Maria Grazia, the wiaow of the b a n d it chief. In  pity for 
her situation I  offered her some pieces of £old; but she refused 
them, at the same time caressing her child, which had fallen 
asleep at her bosom.

A Q u e s t i o n  f o r  t h e  M a t e r i a l i s t s . —There be powers 
in the human body independent of the will, by which the heart 
beats and the lungs play. What are these powers, ye un
believers in the immaterial, without which even peristaltic 
motion would be voluntary and unconscious process ?



Being Predictions of the Chief Event* from Week to Week.

T h is week, if, indeed, it has not already occurr 'I, iw‘l tak 
place a change in the councils of the Queen r.1 K tn A 
train of events little expectcd will ari<v t . -  i. ,
cherished resolutions. A church (V: :> ry   ̂ !»•.
decrees of fat**, and many cl*" 1  ̂ ^  i»i*ai I ' •.» i.i.
institutions* Bristol • v him j- Uh ♦ t. >t a mu ji- 
— r ,itjHyrtp̂ lp hv w ■ ivt, -.i,j in (iu* noriii ul lvi-jiMri:! r  -i.s 
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THE ASrPOuOGF.,VS CALENDAR.
A t),aru :t a  ̂ u/l ! i ,(l< /)• , , „ ft. Weekly Indi*

' ">■ _■ tuf I) •, -tr'fro* (' i 'ary Influences.

; i i r>w lu!\ s«h \\ an i showers. Dangerous for most
K:M« A 'VI'! t lim'fl
v • » j > ' . 1 uj \ Jth.—Fair, but cloudy at nightfall. An

' j !-i soliciting favours.
i ii’ i l l ,  July 10th,—Fair and warm. This day, if thou 
- ’ ]:^ed, money will be made.

I rjday, July 11th.—Fair. Ladies and their lovers will 
disagree, but still woo boldly.

Sa tu r d a y , Ju ly  12th,—Fair and very warm. Unfavourable 
fur all new speculations.

S u n d a y , July 13th.—Thunder-clouds in many places. Sultry. 
Surprises and strange visitors may be expected.

M onday , July 14th.—Fair at intervals, with electrical 
showers. Unpropitious for most matters.

A CHAPTER ON COMETS.
Concluded from  our last. . _

, N the autumn of Iffil* within 
' ihe memory of many of the 
‘ present generation, by tar the 

linest comet suddenly appeared . 
to adorn our heavens, tnat has 

been seen since the age of Newton. I t  was 
first beheld iu this country in the beginning 
of September, and was visible tor more than 
three months in succession to the naked eye, 
shining with great splendour, the observed 

in all observers. This was a comet of the nrst 
class in point of magnitude and luminosity. Its 
brilliant tail, at its greatest elongation, bad an 
extent of 123 millions of miles, by a breadth ot 
fifteen millions; and thus, supposing the nucleus ot 

s ’ - the comet to have been placed on the Sun, and the

reached over those ot Mercury, ven 
bordered on that of M an. A tU - 1 
coni*t was yet distant 141 p*v < 
the tail pointed to the rarth, t * 
eighteen millions of n • » »̂
ing are the calc .m I j:

V,M-

T h e  U n iv e r s a l  S o u l .—The soul of the Universe must 
not be confounded with the Creator; it is not even an intelli
gent agent: it is the universal solvent or sea, in which Motion 
plays, and through whieh Thought (the principle beyond 

uature) acts.

e Earth, and have 
< ,iproach to us, the 
v "O that even had 
v would have been 
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ni ( ,  i . i;, >i,r v tu the present; nor 
s u ; "i ttu> chain of solar influence 

tr:i\. !«i> t! ' the whole of its course, and 
. ioju innit mio the regions of immensity. The 
( , i 4l.iU» d, impose upon the long-period comets 
-  <:i velocity. The same body that rushes 
at the nearest point of contact with prodigious
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. uiove but sluggishly through the remoter parts of 

it, i.: ini. In  computing the periodic time ot the comet ot 
LM1, Lemaur assigned 775 years to the half of the ellipse 
nearest the sun, and 3462 to the more distent half. B ut the 
space must be immense that has to be traversed by an object 
whose return is not expected, taking the lowest estimate g v en , 
till the year 4867. The appearance of this comet was strikingly 
ornamental to the evening sky. Many a reaper late m tbe 
harvest field stayed his hand, and many a peasant homeward- 
bound stopped on the way, to gaze unon the celestial novelty 
as it irrew into distinctness with the declining day. The 
Ettrick shepherd has left a memorial of his impressions in the 
well-known lines

“ Stranger of Heaven, I  bid thee hail I 
Shred from the pall of glory riven,

That flashest in celestial gale—
Broad pennon of the King of H eaven!

“  Whatever portends thy front of fire,
And streaming locks so lovely pale;

Or peace to man, or judgments dire,
Stranger of Heaven, 1 bid thee ha il!”

Those who were alive in 1811 will recollect the high tem
perature of that year—its bountiful harvest—its abundant 
vintage. Popular opinion assigned these blessings to the 
resplendent comet ; and the wine of the comet was sold 
afterwards at high prices. b

The leading features of the chief cometarv appearances ot 
modern times have now been sketched. There are various 
inquiries which naturally suggest themselves with reference to 
these bodies. What is their physical constitution? W bat 
their origin and office in the system ? Are the^r inherently 
luminous, or dependent upon the solar glory, shining, like the 
planets, by virtue of his light ? Have they any terrestrial



influence ? Is there a chance of our globe coming into actual 
collision with them ; and supposing collision, what would be its 
probable effects ? Upon most of these points we have no 
certain knowledge. Herschel and Schroeter thought the 
comet of 1811 a self-luminous body, but in opposition to this 
opinion Cassini is quoted as having descried the comet of 174-4 
snowing a phase. On the very day, says Arago, that any 
comet shall appear with a distinct phase, all doubts will have 
ceased. A t present, however, no satisfactory evidence is 
possessed of such an appearance being observed. Upon the 
question of physical constitution, it is pretty certain tnat the 
great majority of these bodies, and most probably all of them, 
are entirely gaseous—simple aggregations of vapour. The 
evidence to this effect is various. The comet of 1770 passed 
twice through the system of Jup iter; and calculation shows, 
that had it been l-50th of one of the satellites in mass, it 
would have sensibly affected that system. Yet there was not 
the slightest derangement of the planes of motion, or of the 
periods of revolution, by its intrusion among the satellites. 
The same body also passed at that time at no very great 
distance from the earth. In fact, it approached us nearer than 
any other that has visited our terrestrial sky. Had it possessed 
a quantity of solid matter equal to that of the earth, it would 
then have shortened the length of our year by the ninth of a 
day; or had it been 1-,5000th of the earth in mass, it would 
ha*e appreciably altered its length to a degree that must long 
ago have been observed. But not the least perturbation was 
caused by its close proximity. These are sufficient proofs of 
the smallness of its mass, even allowing it to have nad any 
solid matter at all, which maybe reasonably suspected. Through 
the very centre of Biela’s comet in 1832 a group of stars of the 
sixteenth magnitude was very distinctly seen by Sir John 
Herschel. While admitting that many comets are mere 
agglomerations of vapour, some hold to the opinion that where 
there is a nucleus remarkable for its vivacity of light, there is 
a solid and opaque body. But several facts declare against this 
supposition. Instances have occurred of stars being visible 
through a strongly defined nucleus. In  1618, the nucleus of 
the comet of that year is described as having dissolved into 
several detached parts; that of 1661 observed by Hevelius, 
changed also from a globular figure, and entirely disappeared ; 
andan appearance of a similar description was presented by the 
comet of Hailey, when visible in the year 1607. I t  is most 
probable that a comet is altogether a gaseous body, and has no 
solid matter whatever. Sir John Herschel remarks that, 
u whenever powerful telescopes have been turned on them, 
they have not failed to dispel the illusion which attributes 
solidity to the more condensed part of the head, which appears 
to the naked eye as a nucleus ; though it is true that in some a 
very minute stellar point has been seen, indicating the exist
ence of a solid body.” Mr. Airy also states, that “ on the 
physical constitution of comets we have learnt nothing, except 
that they appear to be wholly gaseous.”

S u n  a n d  M o o n .—The splendour of solar light is more than 
three hundred thousand times that of the full moon. In other 
words, if the firmament were paved with three hundred thou
sand full muon,, their united splendour would be inferior to 
that of the sun.

W o m a n ’s  L o v e .—Women generally love less for youth, 
beauty, or fortune, than for fame, especially the higher minded 
portion of the sex, and this proves the purity of their affections; 
for what, after all, can be the object of true love, but mind— 
the high and noble mind—which attests itself by the loud voice 
of fame, and the reluctant evidence of envious mankind? A noble 
spirited woman, in the prime of youth and the morning of 
beauty—whom will she choose ? on whom bestow her affections ? 
N ot on the gay youth of her own age, priding himself, like 
another lady, on his smooth face and flexible form. She will 
tu rn  away from the fair brow without a laurel, and the delicate 
hands that reaped no harvest from the field of houour, and 
place her heart in the custody of him whose vigour and energy 
o f thought have given him a place amongst tne great of tne 
world.

THE WORLD AND ITS CREATION.
“ Arc there not aspirations in each heart,

After a better, brighter world than this,
Longings fur beings nobler in each part,

Things more exalted—steeped in deeper bliss ?
Who gave us these ? Whence are they ? Soul, in thee 

The bud is budding now for Immortality !*•
R o b e r t  N ic o l l .

EKIIAPS there lias never 
been a greater sensation 
produced in the circles of 
literature and science than 
that arising from the recent 
publication of a work called 

the “ V e s t i g b s  o f  C r b a t i o n . '*  
It has excited the ire of deans 
and bishops, and roused the at
tention of all interested in the 
eternal truth of a life hereafter. 
The columns of the Times, daily 
crowded with intelligence, have 
been thrown open to those who 
have felt it incumbent on them 
to enter the lists of controversy, 
and amongst the most prominent 
are the epistles of a writer who 
has, in antagonistic spirit to 
Buckland the geologist, chris
tened himself Anti-Aiegathe* 
rium." Although evidently this 
gentleman is actuated by a right 
spirit, he is lamentably mistaken 
if he supposes the arguments he 
has brought forward will over

throw the immense mass of facts triumphantly established by 
geologists and astronomers. The stupid bigotry of a past age can 
never again return, and this spirit of intolerance with which the 
writer is so deeply imbued is the worst weapon in the world for 
a contest such as this must eventually be. It looks as if we 
were afraid of the discussion—as if the precipice on which 
we stood was so horrible that the eyes must involuntarily be 
closed. This is absurd ; nay, more, it is highly dangerous. 
Those who will not take the trouble to consider for themselves 
will be disgusted with the fruitless attempt made to stifle inquiry, 
and at once go over to the popular side of the question with a 
fluttering feeling of infidelity in their hearts, which science never 
intended—and if fairly treated never will be able—to produce. 
With the latter portion of the volume of the “ V e s t i g e s  ” we 
dissent; but in a popular form the author has worked up so 
many truths and focussed so many hitherto scattered facts—that 
his work deserves the overwhelming success which has attended 
it, and demands the most calm and dispassionate investigation.

From the extracts wo have at various times given, our readers 
will know that the theory of developing our solar system from a 
nucleus, is the basis of this work. Of this we shall consider 
hereafter; but merely here beg to observe, for the edification of 
such blundering well-meaning gentry as Anti^Alegathcrium, that, 
in the whole work, the question of the soul’s immortality is 
untouched—this stands unshaken by all the arguments—a pyra
mid of solid truth, existing amongst the desert of crude imagin
ings by which it is surrounded. This view of the question seems 
to have been most unaccountably overlooked, but it is the grand 
plain on which the battle must, at last, be fought. The solar 
system may have sprung from a nucleus, but the question must 
still be asked—who created the nucleus ? Our yery powers of



intellect loudly proclaim a source beyond this world of matter, 
and though the theory of a progressive development may be 
correct to the minutest details, the arguments for an original 
purpose and design are still incontrovertible, still the votaries of 
chance escape not confusion, and still the mind turns itself with 
confidence to an Intelligent Great Frst Cause. But to an exa
mination of the principles thus advanced by the author—

Ambitious man—placed, as Richter says, “ in the centre of 
immensities, in the conflux of eternities”—has lately displayed 
his anxiety to mark the progress of his knowledge by measuring 
them in all directions. Girt with the vast oceans of time and 
space, he has cast forth his sounding lines, he has erected his 
watch-towers, to span and fathom the abysses that surround him; 
and, weighing his spherule of a world against the universe, and 
his span of life against eternity, has exhausted the powers of 
his arithmetic in endeavours to discover how much less, and 
how many times shorter, were the sensible than the real, the 
contents and the containing.

Ilis success has been consistent with the audacity of the at
tempt. Hitherto, “ all that we know is, that nothing can be 
known.*’ The answer which the universe has returned to our 
painful questionings has bee? given only in negatives. We cal
culate series of years, whose sum transcends the powers of ima
gination, to conceive the period of their lapse—but time is longer 
than they ; and myriads of millions of miles—but space is wider 
than them a ll! The units of extent and duration which nature 
places within our reach, aided as our calculations are by the 
wondrous powers of mathematical analysis, are far too minute to 
enable us, with any approach to certainty, to complete the 
measurement even of the phenomena least removed from our ken.

If we reflect upon the astonishing extent to which our instru
ments can penetrate and measure, the sense of the profundity of 
those abysses to reach which their powers are Tain, will be w on
derfully increased. For example,—in our calculations of space, 
the condition of our earth as a planet enables us to view the 
stars from the opposite side of an orbit whose diameter is 186 
millions of miles. Yet in calculating our triangles, even with 
this enormous base, we find only that the angle thereby formed 
at the fixed stars, while absolutely inappreciable in regard to 
most of them, is about one second of a degree in the instance of 
a double star distinguished as d a in the constellation of the 
Centaur. Now, as the second of a degree in a circle of 575 
yards radius will have a chord of only the tenth of an inch, 
the distance of the star thus measured will be more than 
80,000,000,000,000 miles. Of the stars whose angle (or parallax) 
is not appreciable, we can say only that they are more distant 
still. And if we assume, as probability entitles us to do, that the 
diminished light of the stars rarises not from their size, but their 
remoteness, we must multiply the figures given above some 
thousands of times before we have reached tne lowest limit of 
the distance at which many myriads of telescopic stars are 
placed in space. And this refers only to the visible firmament; 
beyond the range of our telescopes, are we to conceive that the 
universe is blank and unpeopled ?

With regard to time, our powers of mensuration are even more 
limited: having no certain quantity given us to form the basis of 
our computations of duration,(such as the diameter of the earth’s 
orbit constitutes in space'; we are, therefore, compelled to grope 
our way through the darkness of dead ages, by the uncertain 
guidance of an estimate of probabilities. Thus, when we ascer
tain the comparatively minute changcs that have passed over 
the surface of our planet since the commencement of recorded 
history, we are able to estimate, approximatively, the period 
that must have elapsed in the accomplishment of the vast and 
repeated catastrophes which have visited the earth since the 
deposition of the earliest strata.

Or when we calculate the time that has lapsed without pro
ducing any new or strange developments of animal life (with 
certain exceptions, very minute in themselves, and occurring 
among the lowest in the scale of animated nature), we are fur
nished with an index to the extent of the period wherein could 
have been born and extinguished the various tribes of animals, 
so different in form, habit, and constitution, which have suc
cessively inherited their portion of the all-nourishing earth.

Here, too, we find only the lowest limit, the period than which 
we know the actual lapse cannot have been less; but how much

greater, we have no means of learning. It may not be beydnd 
our hope to succeed in calculating, with some approach to 
accuracy, the duration of the periods during which each suc
cessive creation was permitted to exist. But the time involved 
in the convulsions by which they were overwhelmed, or the 
birth-throcs that built up the materials of the new earth, when 
again allowed to repose and vivify, or the eras of lifeless chaos 
that may have intercalated between the destruction and the for
mation, must remain for ever undiscovered.

Not many years have passed since the inquiries into subjects 
such as these would have been denounced as irreverent, not to 
say impious, in their audacity of speculation, and this not, at the 
time, without reason. In almost every department of research, 
a period is, at one time or other, passed through, during which 
the progress is associated with scepticism, and the establishment 
of scienee appears to involve the shaking of the foundations of 
faith. But this is only a transient phenomenon. It is not more 
certain that the philosophy of Socrates, the astronomy of Galileo, 
or the geology of Hutton, contradicted and weakened the prin
ciples of the religion professed at their respective eras, than that 
philosophy, when its vision becomes clear, and science, when its 
discoveries are developed, have lent and will lend to religion the 
most efficacious support.

Nor are the effects of such studies upon the minds of their 
disciples, in the end, less excellent The consequences of ven
turing upon speculations of this vast and mysterious character 
may at first be sometimes to bewilder, sometimes to dazzle the 
intellectual vision; a blinded vanity of its own capacity and 
achievements may by times invade the mind, which may even 
dare, in the insanity of its pride, to arraign the councils of the 
Supreme! But these are mists that will ere long become cleared 
away, and no pride can linger with us after we are once able to 
lift our thoughts from the difficulties of the search to the awful 
sublimities of the discovery. While struggling amid the steep 
intricacies of the upward path, natural enough is it for us to 
feel elated at the perseverance or skill we exert in forcing onr 
passage, and to triumph without reserve at every conquest over 
difficulty—at each chasm that we have overleaped—at every 
precipice that we have scaled—till we reach and pause upon the 
summit; and then, standing face to face with Infinity, we find 
all other emotion extinguished in the overwhelming awe which 
attends the manifestation of Omnipotence.

“ In the beginning,” is the favourite period for onr theory- 
makers to lay the scene of their ingenious world-dramas. Havina 
then free scope to select the materials of their future earth, and 
to arrange them in the order proper for obeying the supposed in
fluences that are to organise them into a shapely and habitable 
sphere, with unlimited time at their command, and a tabula 
rasa for their successive developments of secular phenomena and 
animal life, it would be wonderful if they did not succeed in 
constructing systems almost without number, each of which 
should be at least coherent and plausible, till the next one 
arose to overturn it ? When the framers condescended to parti
culars, and endeavoured to reconcile the multiform and often 
contradictory appearances of nature with the theoretical neces
sities of their respective systems, the task became one of much 
greater difficulty. The startling hypotheses to which they had 
recourse in their anxious attempts at “ accounting fo r" what 
the evidence of their senses would not let them contradict—the 
violent convulsions summoned without stint to explain the exist
ence of every inconvenient anomaly—will not soon be forgotten* 
Between Descartes* vortices and Winston's comets—between 
Neptunians and .Vulcanians—between the “ Catastrophists’* and 
the “ Uniformitarians ” —a din of strife arose, in which the 
voice of real Science was not seldom drowned, while the com
batants who had ranged themselves under her banners fought 
for victory instead of truth.  ̂ .

The author of the “ Vestiges of Creation1' is not inclined to 
waive his privilege to begin with the beginning of things. The 
universe, in his first chapter, is described as a section of space 
filled with the attenuated particles of nebulous matter, on which 
the law of mutual attraction has just begun to act. We close 
the book with man established in his supremacy—having reple
nished the earth and subdued it—and waiting for some to-be- 
expected change in the material organisation of the globe he 
inhabits, for the development of new facultiee of sense or iatd*



lect, which the author looks forward to aa about hereafter to 
convert the existing race of mankind into a very superior sort 
of animal. The general result of his inquiries we give, as summed 
up in his own words.

“  Thus the whole is complete on one principle. The masses 
of space arc formed by law; law makes them, in due time, 
theatres of existence for plants and animals; sensation, disposi
tion, intellect, are all in like manner developed and sustained 
ia action by law. It is most interesting to observe into how 
small a field the whole of the mysteries of natnre thus ulti
mately resolve themselves. The inorganic has one final compre
hensible law, gravitation. The organic, the other great de
partment of mundane things, rests in like manner upon one law, 
and that is, development. Nor may even these be, after all, 
twain, but only branches of one still more comprehensive law, 
the expression of that unity which man's wit can scarcely sepa
rate from Deity itself.'*

Taking the divisions of the subject as the author has here 
marked them out, we will speak first of the inorganic bodies, 
and their governing law, gravitation.

We do not find much in the work that can claim to be en
titled intrinsically new. The author has joined Laplace's theory 
of the solar “ rings/' with the Herschells* hypotheses relative to 
the nebulae, ana from the union compiles a theory of the 
planetary system in which the single law of gravitation is as
sumed to have been the agent in converting a dispersed and 
unformed congeries of nebulous particles into the spheres of the 
son and planets, regular in form, and adapted for the habitation 
of living beings.

Proceeding into the domain of geology, the author has made 
free use of the labours of Lyell, Murchison, and Agassiz; and 
in the region of natural history, of Cuvier, Lamarck, and 
Macleay; displaying throughout that his reading has been large 
and diveraified; while his speculations bear, to our mind, the 
impress of having been derived more from the study of books 
than the observation of nature, and are frequently characterised 
much more by ingenuity than depth. He has, however, concen
trated a considerable amount of information in his pages, and has 
marshalled his facts with much ski11; so that his sketch of the 
system of creation is both lucid and interesting, and fully merits 
the popularity with which the volume has been favoured.

As tnis happens to be the first work of a strictly popular cha
racter, wherein we have seen the phenomena of the nebular 
theory of the system arranged in consecutive order, followed out 
into their results, and separated from the detail of mathematical 
calculations which serve to conceal their meaning from the eyes 
of any save those initiated in the mysteries of analysis, it may 
not be uninteresting to explain this subject a little more fully. 
W e will, therefore, endeavour to give our readers a perspective 
view of the phenomena attending the consolidation of our system 
under the propounded hypothesis, and try how far we can 
realize, as brother Jonathan would say, the various stages of 
the progress.

W e must begin by imagining a district of space, filled with the 
constituent materials of the system, extending to a vast distance 
beyond the existing orbit of Uranus; and in the condition of 
attenuated or dissipated particles, without mutual action or in
ternal organisation,—a mere aggregate of stagnant and lifeless 
atoms. In this state attraction is ordained to commence its 
action; at fint exhibiting itself under its merely mechanical 
form, as gravitation; but afterwards assuming the more complex 
aspects of chemical and electrical affinity.

The first effect of the newly-created principle would be to 
impress upon the various particles a motion directed towards 
the centre of the space they occupied—a motion that would 
prove most rapid in those atoms situated at the exterior of the 
mass, decreasing in velocity in the interior, and becoming ab
solutely null at the centre itself. As the atoms drew into closer 
aggregation, the attractive powers would be increased, and, as 
the focus would be constantly acting, the centripetal motion of 
tbe atoms would increase in a ratio of double acceleration, not 
only from the impulses being constantly renewed, but from their 
being as constantly made more powerful.

Presently, a new set of motions becomes developed. The 
moving particles act on one another laterally, as well as cen
trally; their motions are consequently deflected from the straight

line leading towards the centre, and their paths become spirals. 
For although there is no <2 priori reason for the motions to be
come deflected towards one side more than another, that is, for 
the spirals to turn from west to east, rather than from east to 
west, or for the position in space of the equator of their resulting 
orbit to be in any given plane, yet the chances are hardly less 
than infinity to one of some deflection occurring; and of a cer
tain plane in space being selected for the position of the equator. 
To suppose the contrary, or, in other words, to render possible 
the continuance of motion in a direct path towards the centre, 
we must assume that the atomic mass was at the beginning per
fectly spherical in form, and homogeneous in constitution: that 
its particles were absolutely equal in condition and weight, and 
adjusted with mathematical precision at symmetrical distances 
from one another. Such an assumption would, to use a simile 
that has been already employed, require a combination of chances 
comparable to those that should occasion a million of needles to 
remain balanced upon their points when thrown loosely upon the 
ground.

In process of time, the nebula has reached a state wherein it 
has acquired rotation, with a fixed axis, equator, and poles. It 
can now no longer retain the spherical form, if it ever possessed 
such; for though every particle is still drawn towards the centre, 
yet the polar segments are impelled with greater velocity, since 
the centrifugal forces arising from rotation counteract in some 
measure the influence of attraction. In fact, the equatorial par
ticles are compelled to move towards the centre in inclined 
planes, while those situated in the axis move iu direct lines, and 
the shape assumed in consequence by the nebula becomes a 
spheroid growing constantly more oblate.

The respective motions continue to accelerate, the rotative 
among the rest, the perpetual rush of the polar atoms towards 
the centre, adding fresh impulse to these latter, so that the spirals 
gradually approach the circular form; and the centrifugal force 
continually increases, till at length the spheroid has reached a 
condition which we may term that of “ separation." Mr. Ivory 
has calculated that in any spheroid in revolution, when the rota
tion has become sufficiently rapid to expand the longer (or 
equatorial) diameter into a proportion two and three quarters 
times greater than the shorter (or polar) diameter, or more 
accurately when the former is to the latter as 27,197 to 10,000, 
then the particles girdling the equator will be in a state of 
equilibrium between the centripetal and centrifugal forces, and 
without exhibiting any tendency to approach the centre will con
tinue to circle around it in an orbit of independent revolution. 
Of course, should the rotation be increased, however slightly, 
beyond this point, the atoms would cease to move in circular 
paths; they would be thrown into orbits of long eclipses, like 
the majority of the comets, or even in an extreme case, be 
endowed with an hyperbolic motion which would disperse them 
into space

This latter accident could never occur to our supposed‘nebula. 
For its rotation, as we have seen, is produced through the action 
of its centripetal tendencies, and could not increase after those 
tendencies had become null. But it might reach, if it could not 
pass, the required degree of oblateness, and then the equatorial 
surface-partioles would remain poised under the counter-balanc
ing forces impressed upon them ; while the interior portions and 
polar segments continuing to approach the centre, a broad ellip
tical belt would be severed from the mass, and left behind to 
continue in its separate and equilibrated orbit.

Meantime the nebula continues to obey the same impulses, 
the polar axis perpetually diminishing in proportion to the dia
meter of the equator, till another point is reached where the 
spheroid has acquired the requisite oblateness* when a new belt 
is separated. And this process continues till, possibly, the ap
proximation of the particles has brought into action a new form 
of the great law of attraction—that, namely, of cohesion ; when 
the remaining particles will be retained in connexion with each 
other, and finally agglomerated into a central mass of enormous 
size and density.

The rings, when separated, would ere long become themselves 
divided. The same confliction of chanccs that caused the moving 
particles to be deflected originally from their straight paths, would 
now sever the belts into distinct masses, and afterwards assemble 
their constituent atoms into a spherical form around some centre



of greater density than the rest. Thus planets would be formed, 
retaining the orbicular revolution of the original belt, and ac
quiring in addition an individual rotation in the same direction, 
owing to the greater velocity of the particles in the exterior of 
the separated belt.

While the planetary atoms are thus conglobating, an action of 
forces, similar to that which formed their primary belts, may 
throw off one or more subsidiary rings, which in their turn con
dense into satellites, in the majority of instances; one single or 
rather double specimen remaining in existence when the belt has 
preserved its coherence, we mean the remarkable appendages 
to the planet Saturn.

The satellites would also possess a rotation, and in the very 
same direction with the orbits and rotations of their primaries. 
It is, indeed, from the observed and universal coincidence of 
these rotations and orbits, that the theory we are describing 
derives its chief support. By the calculation of probabilities, it 
is proved that for six planets and their secondaries, whose revo
lutions are known to possess a motion uniform in its direction, 
the chances are four millions of millions to one that the cause of 
their rotation must have been identical for them all.

[Our limits compel us to defer the conclusion of this article 
until our next.] ________________________

FRAGMENTS FOR THE FANCIFUL.
P rogression ik  K kow ledge .—The mind cannot unknow. 

All knowledge attained, makes more necessary..There is a 
knowledge which creates doubt, that nothing but a more exten
sive knowledge can satisfy; and he who stops in the difficulty 
will be perplexed and uncomfortable for life.

A HARP AT MIDNIGHT.
Is  it a sound from far-off fairy land 

That comes in gentle murraurings on mine ear,
Like tones from harp that, swept by fay’s light hand, 

Sends forth its tinkling music, sweet and clear ? 
Methinks I  see, beneath the moon-beams bright,

A shadowy troop of wild and tiny things 
Holding their revels ’mid the reign of night,

And tripping lightly, in their mystic rings,
To the ricn melody wnich floats around—
But all hath fled—all, save the music’s sound,

Which o’er my spirit still its magic flings,
And wraps my senses in a bliss profound:

Piercing and shrill the silvery notes arise,
Then fades each tone, and in soft cadence dies.

M esm erism .—“ The universal solvent,’’ sought by the old 
alchemists, may have originated from tbe faint glimmerings of 
the far-off tradition of the universal soul that pervades all 
nature, the spiritual thought receding as the dust or earth accu
mulated on the human heart, and transmuting the spiritual 
essence to a material fluid. In  clairvoyance, I  hold that the 
partially liberated soul of the patient is in communication with 
the soul of the universe, like a drop of water mingling with 
the mighty sea, eciual to a portion or it, and participant of all 
that passes, as well beyond the orbit of Saturn as within tbe 
narrow circle of its mortal dwelling. Among all the learned 
theories on Mesmerism, give me old Jacob Behmen’s, who, in 
other words, gives that true development that stands in stern 
contrast to tne explanations of the philosophers of our nine
teenth century. “ Attraction,” I  think he somewhere says, 
“  is the first principle of n a t u r e b u t  its origin is beyond 
nature—it dwellelh with the •* incomprehensible.’’ Repulsion, 
the consequence of reaction, is the second, and circulation the 
th ird ; and from this threefold principle he deduces all motion, 
diversified by the endless qualifications of matter. By this 
“ soul” the planets move in their orbits, and with it all nature, 
solid, fluid, or gaseous, is imbued, however infinite the variety, 
however small the particle. Liberate but one atom from the 
human form, it mingles with tbe universe, and, through the 
dim obscure of mortal stain, tells, in dreams and visions, things 
to which we can give no name—feelings which strike witn 
astonishment, and vanish like tbe lightning before we can 
grasp the glittering gem.—Fide ct Fortitudme.

I m m o r t a l i t y .— That we belong to a class of beingsJ**1**5® 
existence will not cease with their present earthly life, but 
will continue elsewhere, although the body we now animate 
will decay, and separate into its elementary ̂ particles, we 
believe from reason, from our intellectual feelings, from the 
consent of the best philosophers of all ages, from tne traditions 
of all nations, and from the deciding communications of the 
Christian Revelation. We do not perish when our material 
frame dissolves: our thinking and feeling principle survives its 
fleshly limbs and organs, which are but the instruments or its 
use and pleasure here ; and will, after the visible death of our 
corporeal frame, and in reunion with another, possess its con
sciousness, its sensitiveness, and its active jjowers, under such 
other circumstances as its Creator shall appoint.

EVENING.
’Tis evening, and the radiant moon 
Smiles o'er the humid earth, gemming the flowers 
W ith diamond coronals, as if the light 
O f their own graceful beauty were too faint to tell 
Their great Creator’s power. A  calm repose 
Steals o’er the face of nature; tree and shrub 
Are lull’d, a s ’t  were, in sleep, and scarce a sound 
Comes on the summer air, save the sweet chime 
O f some soft harp afar, mingling its tones 
W ith the low wailing of the waterfall; anon,
A  song burst forth in rich and gushing melody,
Pouring a flood of melting music through the grove, 
Awakening echo from its mystic home,
And throwing o’er the heart a sjjell of soft enchantment. 
O h ! ’tis an hour when every wilder feeling of the heart 
Is hushed to silence, and pleasant memories alone 
Steal o’er the soul.

E a r t h , t h e  N atur a l  F r ie n d  of M a n .—The great 
Roman naturalist Pliny, in one of the most beautiful passages 
of his elaborate history of nature, observes, “ I t  is the eartn 
that, like a kind mother, receives us at our birth, and sustains 
us when born. I t  is this alone, of all the elements around us, 
that is never found an enemy to man. The body of waters 
deluge him with rains, oppress him with hail, and drown mm 
with inundations; the air rushes on in storms, prepares the 
tempest, or lights up tbe volcano; but the earth, gentle and 
indulgent, ever subservient to the wants of man, spreads Jus 
walks with flowers, and his table with plenty; returns with 
interest every good committed to her care, and though she pro
duces the poison, she still supplies the antidote, though constantly 
teased to furnish the luxuries of man rather than his necessi
ties ; yet, even to the last, she continues her kind indulgence, 
and when life is over, she piously hides his remains in • 
bosom.’’

In which all Questions from Correspondents art answered 
gratuitously, in accordance with the true and unerring prin* 
ciples o f Astrological Science.

To on a  Q u e r i s t s .— This department of our work involves the solution 
of “ horary questions,” so called from a figure of the heavens being 
erected for the hour in which (he question is asked, and from the indi
cations manifest in which the corresponding answers are derived. It



will, therefore, be absolutely necessary for all correspondents to specify 
the exact hour and day on which they commit the question to paper for 
our judgment, and tbe replies will then be given accordingly. As this 
important feature of the starry sciencc will necessarily occupy consider
able time which he is willing to devote, without reward, to benefit the 
public, T he A s t r o l o g e r  hopes that the liberality of bis offer will pro
tect him from the correspondence of those who desire adjudication upon 
frivolous subjects, or who are merely actuated thereto by motives of idle 
and foolish curiosity. All subjects on which they may be really anxious, 
can be solved with absolute certainty; and the election of favourable 
periods for marriage, speculation, or commencing any new undertaking 
with advantage, will be cheerfully and readily pointed out from week 
to week. All communications addressed to “ The  A s t r o l o g e r  " will be 
considered as strictly confidential, and the initials only given in the 
o r a e l e . _______________________

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Zoroaster.—We are greatly pleased with the second letter of 

our correspondent. It breathes a genial and kindly spirit 
throughout. Since the first publication of our work we have 
the gratification of knowing that the attention of many has 
been drawn to these themes, who have otherwise scarcely 
bestowed upon the subject a passing thought. The spirit of 
inquiry now walks abroad—it is with us night and noonday, 
and notwithstanding the hourly demands made by business on 
the mental capacities of individuals, cannot be stifled. It 
must elicit the fiery emanation of the immortal spirit from the 
commonest clay—as the spark flashes from the flint when 
brought into collision with the steel.

T h e  W andering J ew .—Thou art right in thy surmises of his 
existence, but be not afraid. The hour is rapidly approaching 
when man will turn from the vile and vulgar of the earth's 
commonplaces with sickening disgust, and bask alone in the 
pure light of astral knowledge. All things are progressing— 
nothing is stationary.

R o m e.—Love is an essence of the soul. Few ever take the 
trouble to inquire into it metaphysically, though this is the 
personification of that lever with which Archimedes boastingly 
exclaimed he could move the world. We have already said it 
once, but it cannot be too strongly urged upon the reader— 
that not one man—or perhaps woman either—not one in a 
hundred ever marries the person they love the fondest. What 
is it, then ? A mere dream of youth and beauty ! Perchance, 
so. But nothing more? Ask our philosophers. They will 
tell you it is the party's own fault. We most emphatically 
tell them it is not. The events of a minute—circumstances 
of unexpected occurrence, or a thousand other things, equally 
as disappointing, and as efficacious—will step in to severt he 
two fond hearts, and ever after they are as strangers to each

* other. The mind, which is continually storing up in its golden 
treasury images of true poetry, will not, however, abandon 
its thoughts of those happy hours of the by-gone, when “ the 
-world was all before us where to choose,** and one smiling 
angelic face inspired us to rush into the thickest of the contest. 
Those days are over with many now, and—well! respecting 
these letters ? A h! bless us, we forgot!

G eorge H. J ackson.—We have duly considered the horoscopes 
forwarded, and judge therefrom that the union contemplated 
will not take place, although the indications of a close intimacy 
are very strong and remarkable. The female native has, 
unquestionably, a very warm and ardent temperament, but 
though her passion be intense it is not enduring. A develop
ment of this character will be speedily seen.

O. N. E.—The marriage will unfold a new train of thoughts and 
will, we have no doubt, be with the person formerly mentioned. 
The indications are more strongly suggestive of it taking place 
h e re ; but there is no question of your being destined to a 
fortunate union. Perhaps before this reaches you, or soon 
after, circumstances will arise to alter your determination.

L abouch.—A reconciliation can be ultimately effected, and 
will be the best immediate step to your renewed prosperity. 
▲ change in your pursuits will then follow, and the remainder 
of your life—through friendly interference—will be passed in 
comparative comfort*

A s t o l f o .—It is more than either you or the Astrologer can say. 
Who is mad ? Those who are supposed lunatics, or those who 
are presumed sane ? Define madness ? Do the folks, vulgarly 
called “ mad,'* see more or less than those vulgarly called 
rational. This is a question you had better get answered 
first.

Q. Q. Q.—rfio not abroad on the 25th of July, or an accident will 
befal thee. There are two females who have evil designs on 
your character—beware of their influence.

S. W. P. (Russell-square).—We do not judge the promise held 
out will be fulfilled at that time, but, one month after, that, 
or another equally good, will be obtained. The marriage will 
be solemnised in November, and we anticipate the bumper and 
a boy. To the last question we can but hold out some faint 
hopes, at all events, a considerable time must elapse first.

C. W.—The deductions you have drawn are correct, and we 
have no doubt of their ultimate fulfilment, but the era is not 
yet arrived for their promulgation. A mightier power has yet 
to supersede steam. Even the rapidity of railway travelling 
will be excelled by the individual speed of man, and before 
tbe present century has become entombed in the past,' the art 
of flying will be attained and perfected. Electricity will be 
the motive power, it is the antagonistic spirit to gravity—the 
other great law. Intercourse with the species of remote dis
tricts will destroy war and remove long existing prejudices, 
and then we shall have an epoch of concord—peace will 
flourish and the goal will be attained.

$ —In the Rosicrucian’s recital, which is contained in the 
present number, will be seen the basis of the communion. 
Self-denial, frugality, abstemiousness, and a continual habit of 
wrenching the soul from its corporeal trammels, will establish 
the groundwork and prepare the way for the ethereal inter
course that succeeds. More anon.

2£ w i t i i  J —Follow the instructions given by the eminent 
astrologer Zadkiel. We do not judge marriage will take place, 
the native’s horoscope showing no indication.

E. S. (Matfen Cottages).—You can only become proficient 
by incessant study and practice. It is the labour of a life 
We applaud the motives by which you have been actuated, 
and will consider the proposition.

W. T. G.—If we remember aright, the information wanted will be 
found in one of the earlier numbers of “ Raphael's Prophetic 
Almanac.'* There is nothing of any importance introduced 
into the second editinor, if we except a few additional precepts 
concerning nativities. The “ Manual '* is worthy attention, 
and, from our own experience, may in a great measure be 
relied upon.

T. H. ( Agnes-street).—The business of a country bookseller, 
combined with the usual extra sources of emolument, will un
questionably tend to your advantage, as you are not likely to 
succeed in anything of a more purely speculative nature?

L eo .—The two first questions do not come within the scope of 
Horary. The year 1847 will be the period, when a connection 
with one of daik handsome features and accomplished mau- 
ners will be formed.

C. J. Y.—You will find it necessary to seek other aid before the 
undertaking will be found successful. The engagement 
we do not consider likely to result as you seem to anticipate.

J. 11.—Your friend had better go, should a favourable oppor
tunity occur this year; if not, let him postpone it to the August 
of next.

J . S. A.—We have received your communication on “ Dreams,** 
and wish to see the sequel. Your talent and misfortunes are 
both known to us and recognised.

T. S. H.—The former answer was intended for you, a typo
graphical error having changed the first initial. The situation 
will be fortunate. The precise period we cannot ascertain of 
the other, having no basis on which to form our calculations.

M. P. J .—We will endeavour to comply with your request as 
speedily as possible; but at present we are, with all our 
anxiety to oblige, compelled to solicit the indulgence and 
patience of some of our correspondents. A private letter at 
the earliest opportunity will communicate more.



Viroo.—Let your son beware, in his eighteenth and twenty-first 
year, of the influence a dark, swarthy woman, of moderate 
stature and middle age, will exert oyer him. Honour1 and 
wealth, together with a high reputation, will be his lot, if these 
cautions are observed and heeded. Impetuosity of manner 
must be subdued, but a look or a word will have more effect 
upon him than any severer punishment The pathway that 
will lead his feet towards the rugged ascent of life’s mountain 
is bordered by briars and beset with pitfalls; but an earnest 
reliance on Providence and himself will surmount all difficul
ties, and enable him at last to bask in the sunshine that we 
now see lighting up the summit.

J ohn (Dublin).—Our publication is still weekly, so you must 
have laboured under an error. For the question we have 
just received, learn this. Success is very strongly indicated, 
but the obstacles encountered require the greatest strength of 
mind and perseverance to overcome. The visit to London 
which will produce the beneficial effects that have elicited 
your inquiry, will doubtless be caused by an unexpected 
change in your domestic circumstances, and the earnest 
persuasion of a friend.

D elta ,—A detail of the circumstances will be necessary. 
Such things can be—have been; but in your individual case 
we must have further warrant for testing its practicability. 
No objection from reason or analogy can be offered. Why 
does the violet ray of the prism magnetise iron ? What con
nection is there apparently between the two, and yet this is 
daily^demonstratea by experience. On receipt of the parti, 
culars we will decide, ana shall have much pleasure in so 
doing.

H . L. S.—A continuance is not indicated; another will estrange 
his affections.

E dith  D alton.—We do not anticipate the realisation of your 
present wishes. "  Yes,” to the last question.

S. T. C.—A similar deity is frequently occasioned. Very few 
letters received after Monday morning are answered in the 
current number.

F id e  e t  F o r titu d in e .— How can we resist an invocation from 
an esteemed correspondent, which comes in such a flattering 
shape as the following:—** Seer! of beautiful imaginings! 
philosophic thought! poetic mystery! whose soul hath power 
to leave the clay and mingle with the rays of the furthest star, 
teach me how to interpret the wonders I behold in the
* dream-sphere/ to translate the fitful music of another exist
ence, that sweeps at intervals o’er the higher aspirations of 
my heart—like angel’s sighs, suffusing its throbs with primeval 
joy; a joy almost unknown in these metallic times—a feeling 
whose very existence would be denied amid the feverish 
pursuits of the anxious race that now ballast our revolving 
world. Teach me to hold communion with your spirit, that 1 
may learn how to condense the dark shadows of occult thought, 
and gaze on the spark of celestial fire /’ We must indeed be 
more than mortal to receive such a tribute with stolid indiffer
ence. What can we say in reply ? Simply this, that to the 
fulfilment of the desires we will dedicate our heart and hand.

F itzgerald.—We have here a poBer; such a perplexing question 
that Ptolemy himself would have thrown it up in utter despair. 
I t  is a problem for a physiologist. A young lady who entered 
this mundane territory a month ago, already u promises to be 
tall.” Very kind of her to promise already, but will she keep 
it when she grows up. That is the question. Our reverence 
will, however, a*e. ‘ On that day the Sun was in conjunction 
with Mercury. Zadkiel says " © d  g will bring much 
active business and inclination to literary things and persons. 
It brings an inclination to travel ^nd benefits to youth. The 
native will be changeable in fancy and unsettled in studies.” 
There, Fitzgerald! only imagine that. We can see, besides, 
thatfin her craniological formation will be found the organs of 
“ taste,” “ order,”  “ form,” “ colour," and we are afraid 
€i gustativeness,” strongly developed. Her 18th, 22nd, and 
24th years are her eventful ones, but the 2nd year is not 
less so.

RECEIVED.—H ope an d  S in c e r i ty  (You will, certainly, have 
a bequest from that quarter, and very shortly receive several

benefits beside).—Eim C u r a  (N o).—Erm H. (You Will 
change).—John R. E . (You have no reason to think other
wise).—J. B. M. (You have not mentioned year of birth).—  
A. B. C. (W e cannot spare the time).—T. M. W . (It is not 
attainable).—Henry James (You have been answered—choose 
a trade).—Syntax (You must inform us of the hour and 
minute).—A lb ert (Our motive for asking arose from seeing 
the calculations were erroneous, A new one must be erected). 
—H. B. (You need not doubt it).—Z. A. (The next year will 
decide for you).—X. Y. (You need not anticipate tne event 
for three years; but your acquaintance with him will com
mence in June, 1846).—-E l la  (About eight months).—  
M. E„ V. (Unanswerable).—E. O. (You will not have th e  
same person).—Q ueen  o f  C yprus (You will find next month, 
bring a profitable change).—W . C u r t i s  (N o).—P o e t  Ardwick  
(You will recover and prosper within the present year).— 
B o rn  u n d e r  J u p i t e r  (Yes, and it would prove beneficial).—  
E r n e s t  (Three years, at least, will elapse before the pecuniary 
advantage takes place).—R. L. S. (N ext year; but not to  
him).—E. C ro ss (You must have patience).—P b n n y  P o s t  
(Who did you dream of last?).—H e le n  (Read the third ac t 
of Hamlet).—O b ero n  (You will soon receive a  benefit from 
some partnership or joint business).—G eo rg e  G rb e n h o u q h  
(You must send time of birth).—M iss B r ia n  (W e will see 
what can be done).—L. L. L. (November).—E m u r r  (The 
nativity is left at the office to be called for).—S. U. M. (It  
does not fall within our province).—P b ro  (You will soon have 
a  pleasant change).—A n g e ra n c r  (Y ou will not remove for 
some time; but when you do it will be northward).—E liz a  
Hardy (You have been answered in the negative).—E. K. E  
(Your 22nd year).—M. B. R. (N o).—A n n b  (You will not 
marry again).—M a ry  G re e n  (It involves a laborious calcu
lation).—All correspondents unanswered in this number will 
find their replies in our next.

GENERAL NOTICE*
All the back numbers of this unique and original publication 

have been reprinted, and can now, without extra chargev be ob
tained through any bookseller in town or country. For a small 
sum like eighteen-pence, the purchaser would be thus in posses
sion of a complete volume on the Occult Sciences, and the 
general tendency of its pages to elevate and refine will be ad
mitted by all who have had the opportunity of perusal. For 
those gratifying and encouraging letters which he has received 
from men of high intellect and lofty station, the Astrologer here 
begs to offer his sincere, though comprehensive, acknowledg
ments, and urges his friends and subscribers generally to recom
mend a work which aims at disseminating a creed of TRUTH 
and BEAUTY, inculcating the highest doctrine which the human 
mind is capable of receiving, and endeavouring to sow the seeds 
of hope and concord, that may ripen into a future harv^ftt of 
“ peace and good will to all men.” E sto pbrfstua  !

Parts /., / / . ,  and III. qf ” The Astrologer" are now ready, in a 
handsomely embellished Wrapper, with numerous Illustrationst 
price Sixpence; and may be obtained through every Book- 
seller in town and country.—Part IF. can also be obtained, 
price One Shilling.

*** All letters and communications are requested to be addressed 
to “ The Astrologer,” 11, We I ling ton-street North, Strand9 
London.
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